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Ghosts of Old Montreal 

"Haunting Visit"

If you are looking for something other than the ordinary run-of-the-mill

sightseeing tours, then consider the Old Montreal Ghost Trail. A historical

mystery tour set in Montreal's French colonial days, the tour includes

some of the city's most famous ghosts. Other tours include the New

France Ghost Hunt and Montreal's Historical Crime Scenes. Tours are in

both English and French.

 +1 514 868 0303  www.fantommontreal.com  info@fantommontreal.com  469 Rue St-François-Xavier,

Montreal QC

 by MTLskyline   

Local Montreal Tours 

"Enjoyable Getaway"

If you love to exploring the city by going beyond the popular tourist

attractions, then contact the Local Montreal Tours. This tour operating

agency is known for offering the unique walking tours of the popular

regions in the city and allow you to explore the hidden gems in Montreal.

Though the tours can take a few hours, but they will totally be worth it.

Opt for the regular guided tours of the hidden gems and local artisans'

shops or enjoy a gastronomic journey by exploring the restaurants and

pubs of the town, you are in for a good time.

 +1 866 451 9158  localmontrealtours.com/  info@localmontrealtours.co

m

 3669 Avenue Coloniale,

Montreal QC

 by MTLskyline   

Fitz & Follwell Co. 

"Exploring Montreal"

Whether you are an avid biker or you are just looking for some places to

see in the city, Fitz & Follwell Co. is a must-check spot. Here, you can rent

a bike for enjoying a ride by yourself in the city or get your bicycle

repaired to its best shape from Fitz & Follwell Co. If you love exploring the

town then Fitz & Follwell Co. has a lot to offer for you. During summers,

they organize bicycle tours to some hidden gems of the city. During

winters, you can enjoy walking tours arranged by them which take you

through the treasured attractions of Montreal or enjoy tasting the vibrant

flavors by the immigrants settled in city.

 +1 514 840 0739  www.fitzandfollwell.co/  info@fitzandfollwell.co  115 Avenue du Mont-Royal

West, Montreal QC
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Round Table Tours 

"Explore the City's Culinary Landscape"

For the avid foodie, Round Table Tours offers a glimpse into Montreal's

eclectic and exceptional culinary landscape for the ultimate culinary

adventure. This tour company offers guided walking as well as cycling

tours around the city. Tour packages include the Eat and Ride:Montreal

Food Truck Cycle Tour; Circuit of Tapas:Iberian Montreal; Nourishing

City:Montreal's Living Table; Iconic Dishes:Jewish Montreal, The Original
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Tour, among others. Blending food history and food tasting, the tours are

fun and interactive, a great way to learn about the city's culture from the

perspective of food, and eat some tasty dishes along the way.

 +1 514 812 2003  www.roundtablefoodtours.com/  4101 Boulevard Decarie, Montreal QC
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